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Résumé
Remote control vehicles require the transmission of large
amounts of data, and video is one of the most important sources
for the driver. To ensure reliable video transmission, the enco-
ded video stream is transmitted simultaneously over multiple
channels. However, this solution incurs a high transmission cost.
To address this issue, it is necessary to use more efficient vi-
deo encoding methods that can make the video stream robust
to noise. Moreover it should have a less complexity to adapt
to the real time requirement. In this paper, we propose a low-
complexity, low-latency 2-channel Multiple Description Coding
(MDC) solution with an adaptive Instantaneous Decoder Re-
fresh (IDR) frame period, which is compatible with the HEVC
standard which adaptive redundancy adjustment. This method
shows a better resistance to high packet loss rates with lower
complexity.

Mots clefs
Multiple Description coding, HEVC, noisy channel, Error Cor-
rection, low latency

1 Introduction
Remote driving requires continuous video data transmission to
allow the driver to perceive the environment. The vehicle’s video
is transmitted to the driver through a wireless channel, and the
latency and frame quality must be within limits to guarantee sa-
fety. However, wireless networks are more susceptible to noise
than wired networks and are thus less reliable. Forward Error
Correction (FEC) has been implemented in the transport layer to
improve the resilience of video transmission to losses, but it is
designed to be robust only up to a certain limit of packet error
rate and requires high complexity computation[1]. Furthermore,
the wireless channel’s characteristics are dynamic and vary over
time, making it difficult to estimate the channel state accurately
for FEC.
To mitigate interference in real-time video transmission, one ap-
proach is to use two separate wireless channels to send the same
video sequence as a backup. However, this can result in a waste
of bandwidth since the same information is being transmitted
twice. Multiple Description Coding (MDC) can be used as a so-
lution to address this issue. In the case of MDC for two chan-
nels, the MDC encoder produces two different descriptions, S1
and S2, of the video with bit rates R1 and R2, respectively, from
the original video source. These two descriptions are then trans-
mitted through two independent channels by two transmitters. If
only one description is available at the MDC decoder, either S1

or S2, the side decoder will be used to produce the video se-
quence with distortion D1 or D2, respectively. However, if both
descriptions are available at the MDC decoder, the central deco-
der merges them to construct the central reconstruction by remo-
ving redundant information and retaining the primary one, resul-
ting in higher video quality with a smaller central distortion D0.
MDC has been studied in the past and can be classified into three
categories based on how the redundancy information is added to
each description. There have been many studies on MDC in the
spatial domain, most of which are compatible with the H.264
encoding standard. In [2], Tilo et al proposed a method of MDC
compatible with the H.264 standard based on adjusting the re-
dundancy level of the different slices. However, this method re-
quired to calculate all the GOP to find the optimum bit allocation.
In [3], the author used the Multiple-State Video Coding with Re-
dundant Pictures method by shifting the I and P frames of Group
of Picture (GOP) between the two descriptions. In [4], the au-
thors proposed an H.264 MDC scheme based on block permu-
tation and DCT coefficients splitting. However, These methods
didn’t include the redundancy control thus it cannot adapt in the
redundancy level based on network condition.
However, recent studies have attempted to include an MDC
scheme in the HEVC standard, which has higher performance
and is more resilient to packet erasure, as demonstrated in [5].
Many of these studies, such as [6, 7], are based on visual sa-
liency and transform domain splitting. However, these methods
may not be suitable for real-time applications due to their use of
Bidirectional Motion Compensation (B-Frame). In [8], authors
propose a frame rate variation MDC scheme adapted for remote
control vehicles, but this scheme does not exploit the temporal
dependency between frames, resulting in lower compression per-
formance.
In this article, a spatial domain multiple description codec based
on the HEVC standard with Rate Distortion Optimization (RDO)
at the CTU level for each frame independently is proposed. The
scheme uses unidirectional temporal prediction, which allows for
a reduction in transmission costs and meets real-time delay re-
quirements. The proposed solution is presented in the first part
of the article, and the second part shows its performance under a
packet erasure channel.

2 Proposed Method
We propose a balanced MDC with two descriptions as described
in Figure 1. Assume that the packet error distribution of both
channels is independently and identically distributed (i.i.d). The-
refore, for each frame of the sequence, the expected distortion at
the decoder is expressed as :



FIGURE 1 – Proposed coding scheme : First, the frame will be split in CTU/CU structure optimized for the given target bitrate. Based on this structure and the
residual produced by this step. The MDC bit allocation will allocate the QP value for each CTU using algorithm 1. Then, these QP values will feed the Transform and
Quantization blocks at encoder side. After that the central reconstruction will be constructed by discarding the coarse quality CTU, this central reconstruction is stored in
the Central Reconstructed Buffer. Finally MC process is performed on the central reconstruction.

De = (1− pe)

2∑
j=1

Dp,j + pe(1− pe)

2∑
j=1

Dr,j + p2eDerror (1)

Here, Dp,j and Dr,j are the total distortion of the principal CTUs
and the redundant CTUs, respectively, in the same description j
of the same frame. We define the following relationship :

Dp,j +Dr,j =

N∑
i=1

di,j ∀j ∈ 1, 2 (2)

In this equation, di,j is the quantization distortion of a CTUi,j ,
where i is the CTU index in a frame, j is the description and N
is the total number of CTUs in each frame. pe is the probability
of packet error. The term Derror is the distortion when the two
descriptions are lost simultaneously. Thus Derror is a constant
and can be omitted from the cost function. The problem is to
find the set of QPi,j to use for each CTUi,j in a frame which mi-
nimizes the expected distortion De under a frame target bit rate
Rt. The optimal MDC rate-constrained optimization problem is
then given by :

min
QPi,j

De ∀j ∈ 1, 2 ∀i ∈ 1, ..., N

s.t. Rj =
Rt

2
,

QPmin ≤ QPi,j ≤ QPmax

This problem can be solved using the standard Lagrangian ap-
proach and minimizing the following cost function :

Jλ1,λ2
(R1, R2) = De +

2∑
j=1

λj(Rj −Rt/2) (3)

As the two descriptions are independent from each other, we can
therefore establish :

Jλ1,λ2
(R1, R2) = Jλ1

(R1) + Jλ2
(R2) (4)

where Jλj
(Rj) contains only the terms of the corresponding des-

cription j and is given by :

Jλj
(Rj) = (1−pe)Dp,j+pe(1−pe)Dr,j+λj(Rj−Rt/2) (5)

The solution to the optimization-constrained problem is given by
the first-order conditions, leading to :


∂Jλj

(Rj)

∂λj
= 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2} (6)

∂Jλj(Rj)

∂Ri,j
= 0 ∀j ∈ {1, 2} ∀i ∈ {1, .., N} (7)

Due to the nonlinearity of the scalar quantizer in HEVC, mini-
mizing the cost function is not straightforward. As a result, the
rate-distortion function di,j(Ri,j) is not continuous and therefore
not differentiable. To address this challenge, we approximate the
rate-distortion relationship using the exponential function, given
by :

di,j(Ri,j) = aie
biRi,j ∀i, j (8)

where the parameters ai and bi are estimated using linear re-
gression in each CTU of the residual frame produced by a pre-
encoding process before encoding the two descriptions. Then,
we can solve the problem using Algorithm 1, where Rimin

and

Algorithm 1 Minimizing cost function (5)

Initialize Rt, λMAX , λMIN , ϵ, Rimax
, Rimin

while |Rj − Rt

2 | > ϵ do
λj ← λMAX+λMIN

2
{R∗

i,j} ← minimize(Jλj
(Rj))

{R∗
i,j} ← clip(Rimax , Rimin , Ri,j)

if Rj − Rt

2 < 0 then
λMAX ← λj+λMIN

2
else

λMIN ← λj+λMAX

2
end if

end while

Rimax are given by QPmax and QPmin repectively for each
CTUi,j . To prevent error propagation, the Instantaneous Decoder
Refresh (IDR) frame allows the encoder to send an intra-frame
signal to the decoder, clearing the Central Reconstructed Buffer.
All frames can then be decoded from this IDR frame. There-
fore, the encoder needs to select the appropriate amount of IDR
frames to achieve the best coding quality concerning the chan-
nel noise. The study [9] has shown that the optimal IDR frame
period under i.i.d. packet error distribution is given by :

TIDR =
1

pe
(9)



FIGURE 2 – Comparison of the average Rate-Distortion with the method SF-PMDVC [7] under packet erasure : The experiment was conducted for three different
packet loss rates : 0.1, 0.05, and 0.01. Each compressed stream was simulated three times over with different packet lost rate, and the average PSNR was computed. Our
proposed MDC used LD-P configuration for encoding, while the referenced method used RA. SDC stands for Single Description Coding

To decode the erroneous bitstream, if the principal CTU is lost,
its redundant version will replace it. If two versions of the CTU
are lost, the basic error concealment, which consists of replacing
the block with the previous one, is applied.

3 Experimental Result
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our framework
under a packet erasure channel. As mentioned earlier, the so-
lution is implemented inside the HM codec [10]. To simulate
the transmission, we use HEVC compressed streams with va-
rying packet loss rates. Figure 2 shows that our proposed so-
lution, which employs the LD-P configuration, outperforms the
SF-PMDVC method with Random Access (RA) configuration
for high packet error rates and high-motion sequences like BQ-
Mall, RaceHorses, and BlowingBubbles, while having a lower
complexity encoding profile. Therefore, our proposed method is
better suited for real-time applications.

4 Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a spatial-based multiple description
encoding bit allocation and decoding solution that is adapted to
HEVC standard. Our proposed MD coding scheme includes a bit
allocation that distributes the redundancy between descriptions
by adjusting the QP value for each CTU within a frame based
on the channel characteristics and an IDR adaptation. This solu-
tion meets the requirements of low latency and good compres-
sion performance, making it suitable for use in remote control
vehicles.
In our perspective, a more robust error handling mechanism with
finer grain error detection at the CU level will enhance the per-
formance of the system. Various methods such as those discussed
in [11, 12], could be employed to improve the decoding perfor-
mance. Additionally, a scheme of optimization with error mis-
match propagation model should improve the performance of the
system.

Appendix
This is the summary of the article that has been submitted for the
IEEE ICIP 2023 conference and is currently awaiting the review
process.
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